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The introduction contains 1ntro~uctory remarks 
on sc i ntillation counters together with a brief 
de~cription of the exciton theory believed to be the 
meAns of primB.ry energy migration within organic 
crystals . 
Part I contains a review of the aata publ1 shed 
on the rele tive responses of different organic cryetal e 
and the attemp ted correlations of the se results with 
the molecula r structure s of the oifferent phosphors . 
l"rom data which may be accepted a.e being both reliable 
ana suitable for comparison it i s concluded that theories 
involving correlations between pho sphor efficiencies and 
moleculPr structures may be t ested only if the efficiency 
data has (i) been extrapolated to give results for 
erystale of very small t~icknesa and {ii) been obtained 
at very low temperatures. 
?e.r·t II contains accurate calculations base d on 
the cxci ton theory proposed by Birks (1951 ) to account 
f~r the response of. cryetal e to diffe rent type s of 
ioni sing raaiattons. Satisfactory agreement i s obta1ned 
with all the ava11Rble experimental data in the litera ture. 
In p~rt III an account i e given of the response 
of organic crystals observe !'~. by the author for low-energy 
III. 
o( - particles, and of the similar behaviour found 
by Taylor ~ U, (1951 ) for low-energy electrons . A 
po sg1ble extension of the theory described. in part II, 
allowing for the escape of excitons through the crystal 
aurf'ace is given accounting for this behaviour. an 
exciton mean free path in anthr~cene, terphenyl and 
stilbene of about 3 - 7f is obtained. 
Results were obtained with strong ~-particle 
sources which could not be explained. in terms ot normal 
response of the phosphor used. This effect was 
inve ntigatea as described in p~rt IV1 and it is Shown 
that photons are produced in air, glass and quartz 
when the~e mate!'ials are irro.diated by 0(- pa.rti olea. 
This lum1neocence was probably responsible for the 
11 ~cint111at1ons" which Richards ann Cole (1951) have 
ascribed to thin films of various materials. 
Problems requiring further investigabton are 
1nrli CP ted. 
INTRODUCTION. 
A scintillat:J.on counter consists of a phosphor 
capable of transforming an appreciable fraction of the 
incident particle or radiation energy into luminescent light, 
a photomultiplier tube for converting this light into elec-
trical impulses, and the electronic equipment necessary for 
recording these impulses in a suitable manner . 
The detection and counting of radioactive radiations 
by means or appropriately designed scintillation counters 
is a technique which has been rapidly developed since it was 
first used about six years ago (Coltman and Marshall (1947)J 
Kallman (1947); Broser and Kallman (1947~ . As a result of 
the rapidity with which the scintillation counter has been 
develope~ there exists to-day in the hands of the nuclear 
physicist an extremely powerful tool for the study of many 
of his problems . 
The processes occurring within scintillation phosphors 
have received but scant attention compared to the problem of 
their suitability or otherwise for use in scintillation 
counters designed for various specific purposes. In this 
work it is proposed to study the response of one of the major 
groups of phosphors - the pure organic crystals - and the 
term "phosphor" or "crystal" used in this work shall imply 
a pure organic crystal phosphor. 
2 . 
The Scintillat:t.on Process. 
The scintillation process is a complex one and may 
be divided into three stages : (I) The excitation of 
electronic energy resulting from the interaction or the 
incident ionising radiation with the phosphor molecules. 
(II) The propagation of this excitation energy from 
molecule to molecule throngh the crystal and (III) the 
final emission of part of this light as fluorescence which 
is detected . 
The mechanism by which the excitation energy is 
propagated through organic crystals is not yet established 
with complete certainty. It is, however, not the intention 
of the author to enter into a discussion of the -various 
theories. Excellent reviews of the subject have been 
given by Bayliss (1951) and Frank and Livingston (1949) . 
It is assumed here that the electronic excitation energy 
migrates through a crystal by.means or a quantum mechanical 
resonance process to which Frenkel (1931) gave the name 
"exciton migration". This phenomenon has been discussed 
by Pringsheim {1949) who claims that 
"in a crystal the total lifetime co't'responding 
to exciton migration becomes shorter in the 
same ratio as the number of identical crystal 
elements which take part in the resonance pro-
cess becomes longer. The excitat1on energy 
noes not belong to an individual element at any 
moment, but simultaneously to all of them; the 
probability of emission increases correspondingly.u 
An alternative definition of the exciton has been given by 
3· 
J'ett and Sneddon (194° ) wh:1ch corresnonds more closely 
with thRt of Frenkel's o:dg :tnal paper. It is s hown that 
the excited atom h~nds over its energy to a neighbour in 
a process which may be repeated; the place where the 
excitation is at any moment is called the exciton. This 
is the mechanism preferred by Bowen et al (1949) and Bowen 
(1951), who have given a formal description of the process 
of handing on energy from molecule to molecule as follows : 
A is a molecule of the phosphor. 
(I) Initiation (excitation): A+ hY~ A*. 
(II) Propagation (resonance transfer): A* + A--.A +A*. 
(IU) Chain ending (fluorescence): A* -...A + hV1 • 
The phenomenon of exciton migration has been used 
to account for the fluorescence emitted by mixed crystals, 
i.e. those containing e.g. both anthracence and naphthalene 
molecules; under ultra-violet excitation (Bowen et al (1949)) 
and under ~- particle irradiation (Birks (1950a)). It has 
Also been used by Kaskan and Duncan (19?0) to interpret the 
effect of temperature on the lifetime of the fluorescence 
of solid acetone. 
Ageno and Cortellessa (1952) have found evidence for 
the emission of fluorescence within organic crystals at 
distances from the source several hundred times greater than 
the range of the «- particles used, which were those from 
polonium. This fluorescence is probably due to re-absorption 
by the crystal, with s.ubsequent re-emission, of fluorescent 
4. 
light which has previously been emitted after exciton 
migration of electronic energy as described above (See 
Part III). 
PA.RT I. 
THE ~EtATIVE RESPONSES OF DIFFERENT 
OPQANIC C~YSTALS TO !ON!SJNG RADIATIONS. 
~Actors preventing the comparison of published results. 
The various published results (Harding et al (1949) ; 
Gittings et al (1949); Koski and Thomas (1949); Collinge 
and Robbins (1950); Rofstadter et al (1950); Ravilious et al 
(1950); Koski and Thomas (1951); Sangster (1952)) on the 
relative responses of different organic crystals to ionising 
radiations are not able to be generally compared. There 
are several instrumental and experimental factors which have 
resulted in inconsistencies in results obtained by different 
observers . 
These factors include (1) the response of the ·photo-
multiplier, wh1ch may bias the comparison of sc1ntillators 
which have their emission spectra at different wavelengths. 
(11) The use or different sources and types of radiation. 
(iii) The purity of the crystal under investigation. 
Harding et a1 (194Q) have found that they were able to 
make tests of the purity of different samples of the same 
material by observjng the scintillatjon resuonses of the 
samples. The effect of purity of the phospher on its 
efficiency, i.e. on the size of the pulse hejghts produced 
by it, was also pointed out by Jordan and Bell (1949). 
(iv) The geometry of the experimental arrangement, including 
the optical contact between the phospher and the photo. 
multiplier and the type of reflector used. 
The effect or two further important factors which 
have hitherto been disregarded., those of crystal thickness 
and temperature, will be «iscussed below. 
It is certain that a combination of these factors 
is the cause of the many discrepancies which have occurred 
between the results of different determinations of the 
relative efficiencies of phosphors. 
Comparison of reliable results. 
Roth T{oski and Thomas (195'1) and Sangster (195'2) uc;ed 
carefully prepared and purified crystals, ana used co60 y-
rays as the ionising rad tat ion. They have also determined 
the emission spectra of the crystals which they used, thus 
enabling the observed eff.ciencies of the phosphors to be 
corrected for the spectral response of the photomultipliers 
used. For these reasons the author believes that their 
results may be compared. The only difference between their 
6. 
experimental arrangements and which could lead to different 
results is that Sangster has used a thickness of about 6·3 mm 
for all his crystals, while Koski and Thomas used crystals 
1•5 mm thick. The comparison of their results was carried 
out as indicated below. 
The observed relative efficiencies were corrected 
for the spectral response of the photomultiplier used in 
each case, ( an R.C.A. ?819 by Koski and Thomas and an 
R.C.A. C-7140 by Sangster), using the response curves shown 
in figure 1 . This correction had not been applied by the 
investigators themselves. Unfortunately Koski and Thomas 
did not reproduce the emission spectrum or anthracene for 
a 1 •? mm thick crystal, and that given by Koski (19?1) was 
used for correcting Koski and Thomas ' observed efficiency 
of anthracene. It will be shown later that this could 
have no effect on the conclusions drawn from a comparison 
of the results. 
The results corrected in this way are given in 
table 1. For both sets of results the efficiencies of 
different phosphors are given relative to anthracene = l •OO, 
as anthracene is generally accepted as being the most 
efficient phosphor. The efficiencies found for other 
phosphors will now be directly comparable, since the 
differences arising from different geometry in Sangsters' 
an~ Koski and Thomas' expe~imental arrangements have been 
removed by equat1ng the efficiency of anthracene in the two 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 
(n!un J.JDJ+Jq .. v) Al!A!l!Eu~ 
8 
0 
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Table 1 . 
F.fficiencies of d1~ferent nhosnhors, corrected for 
nhoto-multipl1er resnonse. 
Phosphor Efficiency (rel,to anthracene = 1 •00) 
. Koski & Thomas(l051) Sangster (1952) 
{l•5mm thickness) (6•3mm thickness 
•• 
Anthracene 1•00 1•00 
diphenyl ·32 •04 
stilbene ·84 •38 
diphenyl butadiene ·?8 •61 
diphenyl hexatriene •13 •07 
diphenyl octatetra.ene •11 ·06 
~iphenyl ethane ·59 •06 
diphenyl acetylene 1•10 ~ 22 
8 . 
cases. 
It will be noticed that the efficiencies relati ve 
to anthracene found by Koski and Thomas appear to be higher 
than those founn by Sangster. A graph showtne the effic-
iency as round by Sanr.ster, for 6•3 mm thick crystals, 
'plotted aga:f.nst the factor by which the e~ficiency increases 
as the crystal thickness is reduced to 1•5 roms 1s shown 
in figure 2. 
In figure 3 are shown the results of Collinge and 
~obbins (1950) for carefully purified crystals of thicknesses 
just greater thnn the ranges of Thorium C and c1 ~ - particles 
used for irradiation. The observed efficienctes obtained 
using an EMI 5311 photomultiplier have been corrected for 
spectral resnonse using approximate spectra data for the 
crystal thicknesses used. Renee the results will not be 
as accurate as those of figure 2, but the two sets are 
nevertheless in general agreement . 
1nterpretation of results. 
From figures 2 and 3 it is evident that phosphors 
which have low observed effic1.encies for large thicknesses 
show, in general, greater relat:J.ve increases in efficiency 
as the thickness is reduced • This may be explained in 
terms of absorption by a thick phosphor of fluorescence 
which would be emitted if the phosphor v.- ere not so thick. 
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A phosphor which shows a relatively high efficiency 
at greater thic:~nesses would possess this high e~ficiency 
owing to the fact that little absorption has occurred within 
the crystal, i . e. there is not much overlap between the 
~luoreseence and absorption spectra. Its efficiency would 
thus not be eXPected to increase by a large factor as the 
phosphor thickness decreases, in agreement wrth figures 2 
and 3· 
In the case of phosphors which show poor efficiencies 
at greater thic~~esses, there are two possible reasons f or 
the low efficiencies. Either the phosphor is a poorly 
efficient scintillator, and will be so for all thicknesses, 
or the phosphor absorbs an appreciable amount of its own 
fluorescence, thus reducing its efficiency to the observed 
low value . 
lt may be predicted that, owing to absorption, the 
emission spectra of some phosphors which possess very poor 
efficiencies when used as thick crystals * ould be very 
different from the emission spectra of the same phosphors 
used as thinner crystals. This is found to bo so . The 
spectra detorm1ned by Sangster extend less into the ultra~ 
violet in the case of those phosphors which he found to 
be poor $Cintil1ators than do the spectra found by Koski 
an~ Thomas ~or the same materials. On the other hand, the 
e~ission spectra of those mnterials which Sangster found to 
be erfieient phosphors show no change as the thickness is 
10. 
reduced. This 1s illustrated in ·figures 4 and 5, wh~e 
the emission spectra of diphenyl butadiene and o~ diphcnyl 
respectively have been reproduced. 
There are large differences between the short wave-
length ends of the emission spectra given by Koski and 
Thomas and by Sangster in the cases of diphenyl (which 
Sangster found to be the least efficient of the compounds 
under comparison) and diphenyl hexatriene. There are very 
noticeable differences in the cases of diphenyl octatetr• ene 
and diphenyl ethane (which Sangster found to possess 
effieienei es of < 0 •1) and also of diphenyl acetylene, 
whil~ there is no real difference in the case of stilbene 
(~angster's efficiency = •38). In the case of dipheny1 
but&diene (Sangster's efficiency = ·61 ) the snectra 
coincide. 
It is thus believed ths.t in the case of anthracene, 
whieh possesses a high efficiency for great thicknesses, 
the low-wavelength ~nd of the emission spectrum will not 
alter much as the crystal thickness changes from 6•3 to• 
1•5 mm. This is probably the case, since Koski (19?1) 
obtained an emission spectrum for an anthracene crystal 
4 mm thick identical with that of Sangster for a 6•3 mm 
thick crystal. Even if some slight shift were to occur 
as the crystal thickness is decreased from 4 mm. to 1•5 mm., 
the difference in tube response would be small enough not 
to affect figure 2 and the interpretation above. 
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In support of the theory that it is possj.ble for 
the absorption spectrum of the phosphor to affect the low-
wavelength end of the emission spectrum, and hence the phos-
phor efficiency, Harrison and Reynolds (1950) have shown 
that when a phospber is irradiated on the side opposite 
the one from which the fluorescence is emitted, the fluores-
cenee spectrum does not extend as far into the ultra-violet 
as it does when the phosphor is irradiated on the same side 
as that from which the fluorescence is emitted . The long-
wavelength end of the spectrum remains the same, however, 
in the two cases. 
The recent experimental results of Cho• (1952) 
indicate that . ~ Terphenyl in polystyrene absorbs about 60% 
of its own fluorescent radiation in 20cms thickness, where-
as the same concentration of anthracene in polystyrene 
absorbs only 15; in the same thickness. 
-~ .A. tittle of this laboratory has found that the 
emission spectrum of anthracene micro-crystals extends 
appreciably further into the ultra-violet than does the 
emission spectrum of powdered anthracene . Powdered anthra-
cene, in turn, emits at shorter wavelengtl'E than a 1 em thick 
crystal, but the shift in the low-wavelength end of the 
spectrum is very much more pronounced as one changes from 
pownered crystals to micro-crystals, than from powdered 
anthracene to a thick crystal . 
The effect of absorption within the crystal may 
12. 
probably be use~ to exnlain many of the incons1stencies 
whi~h exist even ~1th cnrefully purified phosphors e.g. 
Koski e.nd Thomas (19.!:i1.) have found in agreement with 
Ravilious et ul (19~0), that diphenyl acetylene is a more 
efficient phosphor than stilbene, whereas Sangster has 
found it to be considerably less eff1.eient. 
A deter~ination of the manner in which the relative 
efficiency of a phosphor changes with thickness could be 
carried out by comparing the efficiencies, preferably under 
ultra-violet irradiation, of two phosphors of different 
materials, but having the same thickness, and then reducing 
the thicknesses of both by equal amounts ror further com-
parisons. Provided that one was an efficient phosphor such 
as anthracene where thickness, beyond a few mms. at any 
rate, had no appreciable effect, the relative variation of 
efficiency with thickness of the other one could be calculated . 
The absorption spectra of organic crystals, which are 
at present not availabla in the literature, \1ould enable 
this absorption ef.Pect to be studied quantitatlvely. 
Temperature guenching of fluorescence. 
~inarik and Drick&mer (1951) and Liebson and Keller 
(1950) have investigated the effect of temperature on phosphor 
ef f'iciency. The general conclusion is t hat there is a 
very noticeable increase in efficiency as the temperature 
of the crystal decreases from room temperature to tempera-
tures of the order of -100°C . This increase in efficiency 
with decreasing temperature is to be expected since heating 
would tend to increase lattice agit ~tion w1.thin the phosphor 
and thus decreas& the fluorescence. 
Sangster (1952) has determined the eff:1.cienc1es of 
various materials at 30°C and at -70°C, and has defined a 
mean temperature coefficient OC given by 
o( = 
Tn table 2 values o~ ~ obtained by Sancster are 
s~cwr. From these results figure 6 has been obtained, 
sh~n1ng the variation of the ave~age value of « for all 
the ~hosphcrs having efficiencies greater than a particular 
efficiency at 30°c, with the part1cul~r efficiency . It 
will be noticed that phosphors which have hieher efficien-
cies at 30°C have, on the average, low values of 0( , wh:1 le 
those which have 1o~er efficiencies at 30° have higher 
values of « . Phosphors which are less efficient at 30oc 
show greater relat:1ve increases in efficiency as the tempera .. 
ture is reduced than those which are more efficjent at 30°C. 
This can only be interpreted as evidence that low efficien-
cies at 30°c are partly due to a quenching effect in the 
particular phosphor hi.ch increases with temporature. 
Phos~hors which are m~re ef~ieient at higher teMperatures 
show less evi~ence of this quenching effect ns th1s increase 
in efficiency w1th temperature reduction is, on the average, 
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Efficiency data tor organic phosphors. 
Phosphol' Mean temperature Ettiotenc.y rela- Nuber ot 
coeft1 cient, ti •• to an:\hra- lT- elect-
(Sangster( 1952)) oene =1· 00 (cor- rons per 
rected t or photo- moleeule . 
multiplier reapo~ 
.. )(sancater(l952)) 
Baphthalen• 1 •06 0·10.2 io 
Anthracene 0·54 1•00 14 
Phenantlttene 0·95 0 · 29 14 
Chf'YS8D8 0 •85 0•19 18 
Pyrena 0•20 0•63 16 
Acrl.dine 4· 20 0·02 14 
Phen&sine - 0·17 0· 003 14 
Acenaphthene 0·10 0 · 08 10 
Acenaphthy'lene 0· 43 o.ooa 1.2 
nuoranthene 0 • 26 0 · 38 18 
lluorene 1•49 0•26 12 
Ce.rbasole 0 · 75 0 · 62 12 
Diphenylene oxide 0•82 0·52 12 
Bibenaothiophene 0·45 0· 02 12 
D1pheDTl 1•00 0·04 12 
o - diphonylbentene 1 · 34 0 · 01 18 
m - diphenylbensene 0·40 0·10 18 
p - d1phenylbenEene 
( terphenyl) 0·40 0 · 25 18 
quaterpheeyl 0 •06 0 ·77 24 
di ben~yl ( d1pheny1 t.thane) 1•15 0· 06 12 
diphenylbntane 1·21 0·07 12 
1,2 - dipheny1ethylene 
( s tilbene) 0·40 . 0·38 14 
d1p~lbu\adiena 0·08 0· 61 16 
d1pheny1hexatr1eno 0 · 18 0•07 18 
diphenTlootatetraene 0· 17 0·06 20 
dipheDJiace~ylene 1 •41 0•Z2 16 
tetraphenylethylene 3· 10 0•1.2 26 
relatively s light. 
• 
Phosphor efficiency and molecular structure. 
ost of the investigations reported in the literature 
have been concerned with a study of factors such as phosphor 
eff1.ciency, proportionality of nulse size and nulse decay 
constants. Only tw~ 1nvest1~ators (Kos~i and ~Pomas (19~1) 
and Sanpster (1Q~2) have carried out investigations speci-
fically designed to make a systematic study of the influence 
of molecular structure on the efficiency of a phosphor. 
Before these investigations, however, Glttings et a l (lq49) 
had concluded from a comparison of eleven different phosphors 
that the scintillation property appeared to be connected 
with the molecular structure, since they f ound phenanthrene 
to be a very poor phosphor and its isomer anthracene a very 
good one. They suggested that it might be conne~ted with 
the conjugate bonding occurring in stilbene. Koski and 
Thomas (1949) confirmed their suggestions, and pointed out 
that this Tias to be expected :J.n view of the other correla-
tions that had been observed between optical properties of 
organic molecules and the conjugati on of double or triple 
bonds. 
Bayliss (1Q4P) has shown theoretically that the 
intensity of the most probable absorption of the conjugated 
nolyenes is given 1n terms of oscillator stren~th by 
16. 
f 0 ·134 ( 2~i + 1) 
--
where 2N is the number of ;;- electrons in the molecule . 
The wave number of this most probable absorption is given 
by 
V = (B/ L2)(2N + 1) 
where B = h 
'Sliie 
and L is the effective length over which the 
can migrate . 
1i- electron 
The expression for f indicat~s that the absorptlon 
intensity increases with increasing number of 17- electrons . 
A sj.milar behavjour could be expected of the fluorescence if 
quenching processes were absent, since in such a case all 
of t~e energy used to excite the molecule could be re-emitted 
in the form of radiation . 
Koski and Thomas (l~~l) jnvestigated 1 · ~ mm thick 
crystals cf two series of compounns. The first was com-
posed o~ the symmetrlcal diphenyl derivitives of ethane, 
ethylene and acetylene. A 11 these molBcul<~s have the same 
chain length. The results for this series are given in 
table 3, and show that, as predicted, the relative efficiency 
increases with increasing number of ii- electrons • 
The second series of compounds investjgated by Koski 
and Thomas consisted of the diphenyl polyenes, from diphenyl 
to diphenyl octat etraene . The molecules of this series 
increase in length as one proceeds up the series . The 
11. 
:i'irat oeriea 1nveat1ga.ted b1 Koski and T"hGma.s (1951) 
Phosphor Structure lfu.mber of ilff1 e1ency ( rela-
ii· electrona. t1va to antha-
cene =1 ·00, and 
corrected tor 
photo-~ltip11er) 
Diphe~l ethe.e o-(C.Hz)2.-o 12 0 ·59 
Diphenyl etbT1ene Q-{CI+)z.-C> 14 0· 84 
Dip~l acet11ene o-c.;:c.-o 16 1·10 
second aeriee :l.nYe t tip t ed by Koski and Thomas {1951) 
Phoaphor 5tru.ctu.re Humber of Eff.i olenoy ( rela-
jj-electrone. ti Te t o anthra.-
cene •1·00, and 
corrected f or 
photo~ multiplier) 
lJiphenyl c-o 12 0·32 
Diphenyl etbTlene <:>-(C. fof)2.-<=> 14 0·84 
~iphenyl butadi ene o-~1~)4-o 16 0 ·78 
Diphen1l he~triene o-<.cu),-0 18 0 ·13 
~lphonyl oc\atet r.aene Q-(c.H)g-o 20 O· ll 
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results are shown in table 4, from which it will be seen 
that the dipbenyl oolyenes do not obey the predicted be-
haviour. ' Diphenyl hexe.triene and diphenyl octatraene 
exl:ibi t ve·('y much lower efficiencies than expected . However, 
the fluorescence of both tbes~ compounc1s, since they have 
poor efficiencies at 30°C and for thick crystals, probably 
suffers relatively heavy te"l'lperatu:re quenching as indicated 
in the last sectjon an1 &lso relatively h:tgh absorption 
com-pared to diphenyl ethylene an~ diohenyl butadiene. 
Y.oski Qnd Thomas hav~ su~gestcd th~t +.he series 
departs from the expected behaviour owing to quenching 
processes wr:tch only become import-:.nt with lonser ch?j.n 
molecules. In the first series . (te.ble 3) any quench:tng 
:hich mieht be present woul"' be the seme for all three 
molecules owing to their equal chain lengths and thus not 
effect their relative eff:tciencies . 
The exact signif1cance, however, of molecular 
structure on scjnti1Jat1.on efficiency 1s not as yet under-
stood. I~ view of the fact that benzene rings are typical 
of all crystals which have exhib:tted the type of ener gy 
migration required for f1uorescence, it would appear that 
these rings are necessary for anergy migration. One 
generalisation may be made with certainty, and that i s that 
stronp fluorescence soems characte"!:'tstic o.,. resonating 
double bond systems, both the number an~ arrangements of the 
bonds being important . 
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Sangster (1952) has apnlied, w1th only moderate 
succoss, the concepts o~ ster1c hindrance and of quantum 
mechanical resonance to the interpretation of scintjllation 
behaviour in terms of molecular structure. For a series 
of similar compounds it is predicted that the scintillation 
efficiency will be highest !'or the compounds in which exists 
the ereatest alliOunt of reson~nce between rings and other 
groups . Steric hindrance effects will interfere with the 
resonance linkage of the various grou.ps and will also 
increase the vibrational freedom of the molecule by weaken-
i11t.; the restoring forces . The greater the amount of 
viorational excitation present in the molecule, the more 
the nuclear configuration corresponding to the maxinlum 
resonance conjugation will be perturbed, with a consequent 
decrease in the scintillation efficiency. However, a high 
proportion of phosphors are found to behave in an unpredicted 
and unaccountable manner. 
The series diphenyl ( <:>-<:> ), terphenyl 
• 
( <:>-~ ) and quuterphenyl \ c~-o ) 
possess efficiencies which increase as the number of 
electrons in each molecule increases, in agreement with the 
theory of Bayliss (1948). It may be pt•edicted that quin-
·quephenyl and sex1phenyl would probably be better than any 
other scintillator at present known. 
Conclusions. 
The fact emerges from a study of reliable data that 
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if any correlation is to be sought betwe~n experimentelly 
determined phosphor eff1ciency values and molecular structure , 
allowance must be made for (i) absorption within the 
ph0spho~ by the extrapolation of measurements to very thin 
thicknesses, and (11) for temperature quenching effects 
Which are present, althoug~ not tc the same extent, 1n each 
phosphor . This ~ffect may be circumvcnte~ satisfactorily 
by using crystals at wny lo~ temperatures . Until these 
allowances are made a full understanding of nolecular 
sc:int~llation behav:tour wi lJ. not becol!'e possible . The 
ef·ficiency values · ~ich should be used for comnar1son with 
theory wou~d have no practical use, us phosphors are required 
in tLe laboratory to function at roo1:1 tenperatures ana to 
have thickne~ses consistont with stopping cnergetjc radiations. 
PA.ltT II 
'fHB RESPO?JSE OP ORC'ANIC CP.YSTALS 
T0 DIF'FE~B!lT TYPBS 0F IONISING RADIATTOrTS. 
Definittons. 
~he intensity of the scintillations produced in 
organic phosphors d.:.penns both on the energy, F. OieY) , and 
on the nature of the ineident ionising particle . ~he 
a~nlituoe, S (Volt~), o~ the voltage pulse from a photo-
multiplier operating under suitable constant conditions i.s 
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proportional to the number of fluorescent quanta produced, 
and hence S may be used as an arbitrary measure of the 
scintillation intensity. 
The "fluorescent efficiency" of the phosphor is 
gi"len by dS/dE (V'olts/MeV) and is constant only t'lhen S 
increases linearly with E. 
The "specifie fluorescence" is the quantity 
dS/dr (Volts/em. air equivalent) where r is the range of 
the ionising particle within the phosphor. The ranges 
are measured in ~tandard ems. of air i.e. at l~C and a 
pressure of 760 mms. of mercury. The specific fluorescenee 
is proportional to the number of fluorescent quanta produced 
per unit path of the particle in the phosphor. 
dE/dr (l~eV/cm. air equivalent) is the trspecific 
energy loss." 
Speed of response. 
The speed of resnonse of a scintillation counter 
seems to be limited only by the length of time required 
for the phosphor to emit its light. It appears to be a 
good approximation to assume that each ionising event within 
the phosphor leads to a light pulse with an essentially 
instantaneous rise time, and a decay time which can be 
. described essentially by a single exponential (Bittman, 
Furst and Kallman (1952)). This decay is characterised 
by a time constant ~, 
' 
which is the time required for 
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the decay to fall to tJ~ of its initial value. '!'he most 
recent values of decay times are those given by Bittman 
et al (1952) and Liebson (1952), and are reproduced in 
tables 5 and 6. The average value of the decay constant 
~ is about lo-8 seconds for all the organic phosphors 
except naphthalene. This is a factor of a hundred smaller 
than the decay time of inorganic phosphors. Organic 
phosphors have in this respect a considerable practical 
advantage over inorganic phosphors. 
Elliot et al (19;0) have found that the decay time 
decreases by as much as 50% as the temperature of the 
phos~hor falls from 30°C to -150°c, and ·that it approaches 
a constant value at low temperatures. The same tendency 
has been reported by Post and Shiren (1950) and Kelley and 
Goodrich (19;0) . 
Detection of t- ragiation. 
y- rays interacting with matter undergo three 
principal types of interaction : Compten, photoelectric 
and pair production, the relative importance of each type 
depending upon the energy of the y- ray and upon the 
atomic numbers Z of the nuclei present . 'F'or the organic 
phosphors the effective Z value is that of carbon, and 
l(- rays of energies less than a few MeV interact with 
these low Z value materials almost exclusively by Compton 
scattering, producing recoil electrons of all energies up 
to a ma~1mum energy given by 
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~ilt 5. 
Decq times of orca.ntc pho~hora (itttmaa JU. ~ (1962)). 
fhosphora 
Anthtacene 
Naphthalene 
stilbene 
y- ray irradiation 
Tt}lp §.. 
2•28 
8 · 75 
0 · 69 
Decay time e of or~ie phosphol"s (Liebson 1952) 
l?hoa:phot-a 
irradiation 
Anthftcene 1•7 
oarbazole 0· 7 
<.,'hey sene 2·2 
Diphenyl cety"lene 0·25 
l>iphenyl bu.tadiene 0 • 2 
J'luoranthone 4· 6 
Fluorene 0•9 
.::1lonanthrene 0· 5 
q,uaterphe~l 0 · 4-
;.;til ben& 0· 3 
Terphenyl l•l 
• 
Q(-partiele irradiation 
Y• ra~r irradiation 
3 · 0 
1 · 3 
2· 6 
0 · 4 
0 · 6 
-0 -7 
o.a 
0•6 
Ec = 
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1 + E0 
2E y 
. where £0 = self-energy of the electron 
= 0•?11 MeV. 
---------- (1) 
The number of recoils reaches a maximum at greatest 
energy and then drops sharply to zero . By measuring the 
energy of the point or maximum slope in a pulse-height curve 
it is possible to calculate the Y- ray energy from 
equation (1) . 
The efficiency of an anthracene phosphor for 
detecting high energy y- rays has been found by Lonsjo (1952) 
to be about 6/> for 6 MeV l'- rays. 
It is interesting to note that Hopstadter and 
Hcintyre (1949) used a stilbene crystal to verify the 
sfmultaneity of the recoil electron and scattered quantum 
in the €ompton process to within lo-8 seconds, and verified 
the angular distribut:J.on of the scattr:-red quanta as given by 
the Y.le:t.n - Nishina formula. 
Qetection of Neutrons. 
Anthracene crystals have been used for the detection 
of fast neutrons by exposing the crystal to a neutron beam 
for a known time interval and then measuring the induced cl4 
activity. The more direct method first suggested by Bell 
(1948) is by counting the recoil protons produced in the 
phosnhor b y the fast neutron$ . He found that an nnthra cene 
crystal 1 om . thick counted about 10% of fast neutrons . 
A. r11ffioulty which ari se s when u sing thi s method, as 
nointe~ out oy HPrding (1 951 ), 1a that it i s usually 
nece seary to detect the neutron s again st a background of 
l(- r ya, to which organic pho sphors are very sensitive . 
I t i a not generally po ssi ble to di stinguish between neutrons 
Md y- rF~y s by me~ns of a voltag e di ccrimin!ltor because 
or-ganic pho nphor a give l ar ger pulses from electrons than 
f rom pro tone of the same energy . Grea ter sensitivity to 
neutrons rela tive to y- rays may be obt a ined using 1norg~nic 
phosphore . 
Emi ssion §p~qtt& · 
The spectra emi tted by a particula r organic crystal 
ia 1ndepenaent o f the moae or excitation. This has been 
phown by Koeki AAd Thomas (19 BCD) u sing o( - particles, y- rays 
an a X- reys, And by Ha.rri son and. Reynold. a (1950) for X- rays 
end ultra-violet light . 
} I:QliOl"t1c;nf!J 1 ty 'betwe,en pul§e height an<l incident energl . 
One o f the properties which an 11ideal '1 phosphor might 
be e~ecte0 to po a~ess 1B that o f exact prooortionality 
bet w.een pulse height end incitjent particle energy. 
nroperty i r:~ in general possessed by inorganic 
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( FrPnzen ll al.. (1950); Taylor ,tl ill. (1951)) excep t for 0( -
p nrticle s of en~rgy < lQ MeV, where the non-linePrity has 
been 1nveet1g~tea by Loveberg (1951) . In organic phosphors , 
however, the number of fluore scent quanta p ro ouced by an 
ionising particle i ~ in genEral not Proportional t o the energy 
e 1ven up by the particle, excep t in the ca se of el ectrons of 
energy "> 125 keV (Ho-:.Jkins (1951); Taylor !,l il. (1951) ) • 
F'or all other type s of particlea 1 an<l for electrons of energy 
< 1 ?.5 keV, the behaviour of organic cryst al s departs fr-om 
the 11nepr r elation character-1 nt1c of inorgsnic cryct al e . 
It has been ltnown for several year s ( Bro ser ~ W.. 
(1948 ) ) that , contrary to the meAsurement s on inorganic 
-pho sphors , the resultant light ~cintillatiom f rom organic 
nhospbors are .-me11er for heavy parti cle s than for lighter 
nPrticle s of the s~e en ergy, e . g . Jordan a nd ~ell (1949 ) 
o'hserven that A. 5 ~\eV<X-parti cle pro auces a smaller puls e 
in ~nthracene than doe s a l MeV ~-particle . 
Thi e phenomenon han been interpreted (Kal l man (1949 ); 
Berforth a no KallmRn (1949)) as a saturation e f fect a ri sing 
f rom thefo\uch higher rpeo1f'1 c ioni sa.tion pro duced by heavier 
pnrtiole s of equal ene rgies . 
Lo~en anfl Ro ser (1952) h ave found the fluore s cent 
efficiency of anthr~cene to be the same for both electrons 
And high-ener gy u•mesons a t equal srecific 1on1sations , 
which eho~e tha t t he non-l1na~ r1ty of re sponse of organic 
!?C1nt11lators i s caus ed by a saturat i on effect which 1a a 
functlon only of the APecific ionisation and which 1s 
inoepenaent of the type of particle . 
In order to obtain the mo nt fundamental significance 
of the response of an organic phosphor it is useful to compr-e 
tbe specific fluorescence r i th the specific energy loss, 1 . e . 
the number of fluoreocent quanta proouce(l per unit r)ath 
l ength of the nartiole 1n the crystal with the energy lo~t 
by the particle per unit path. 
Thi e has been done by Taylor .$U. .B1. (1951) for their 
comprehen sive resulta obtained using p rotons, deuterons, 
o(- "Drtrt1o1 ea mu~ electrone . The g eneral features of thei r 
result~ han been predicted by Birk s (1951) using the exciton 
theory. 
on th1 s theory the ionising particle will prod.uce 
p certain number of exci tons per unit path length, 
proportional to the specific enE:rgy loss, say A dE/d.r . 
~11s exoita t1on is potentially available for fluore ecence . 
At the same time a quenching process, also proportional 
to the apecifio energy loss is assumed to occur. The 
exact nRture given to this Quenching p rocess by Birlts (1951) 
1 s as follows: a local concentra tion say B dE/o.r of 
11 ciamap;ed 11 molecules is produced by the ionising particle 
and these aamagea molecules tend to quench the fluore s cence 
by captur1np- the exc1 tons, thus p reventing their cepture 
and subsequent re-em1 ns1on as fluorescence by fluorescent 
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mol~cule~ . A quantity k i e defined as the exciton 
capture probability of a d~aged molecule rela tive to an 
unoamagea one 1 when the 8pec1fic fluorescence will be given 
by 
= 
A aE/dr 
dr 1 .J. kB dE/nr. 
Tb1~ concept of damaged mol ecule p has been used by 
T:irks nn ci Bl~ ck (1951) to expl a in the deterioration of 
anthracene unaer intense !l~C- Prtrticle irradi c:ttion . However, 
the exact n~ture of the quenching process within organic 
molecules cannot be ascr1be0 with certainty to the_product1on 
o f aamageo molecules ) a nd t he e xpre ssion f or the epecific 
fluorescence i s thus re-written 
di A dE/dr 
_____ ( 2) 
= 
dr 1 + ~ dE/dr 
l•'here kB h nF' been renl.?.ced by a conetent B1 1 ano. -a1 d.E/d.r 
represents the quenching process . 
Th i s expre ~sion for di/ar gives a t high valuee of 
cU:.Idr fl con~tant rnnximum value, independent of the speci f ic 
enf"'rgy loe~, for oi/or . At low valu es of the specific 
energy 1o s~ t he specific fluorescence i e proportiona.l to 
the specific energy loss, i . e . Sis proporttonnl to E. 
'f'h1~ 1~ t}le region of linear response for organic c!'y~.:tals , 
occuring f or el ectron s of energies > 125 k eV. 
Theoretical, response curyes . 
ttt"'1 1 1'\M'hH'I' t-nD 'l"'"r'''\t\P~lJ1"11! nf' H1 T'l.r a (1 Qfi1 ) t.h~ 
~9 . 
~uthor har calcul~tea ·the response curves of anthracene 
for proton€, deuterons, ~- particles and electrons. 
1\nthracene W\S chosen as it i s the phosphor for which mo~t 
evperimental data is available for comparison with theoretical 
response values. 
Using the o~ta of Taylor et al, values of da/dr and 
dt/dr hnve been obtained ana substituted into equation (?), 
thus enabling values of A and sl to be calculated. A 
is founo to be 71 . 9 ann B1 ? . 99 for anthracene . 1~ese 
values enable the curve of a'/dr ~ dE/ar (figure ?) to be 
plotteo using equati~n (?.) . In the oame figure are shown 
the results of T~ylor ~ Ql, ana it is seen that the curve 
~:rees very well with their results . There is, however, 
notable niaagreement for low-energy electrons having 
eau1velent ~1r-ranges of < 9 or 10 mm . This disagreement 
\1•11 1 be ~1 a cue aed 1n part III. 
The rnnge-energy 0ata of Curie (1935) for electrons, 
a.nn Livingston Md Bethe (1.93?) ana. Bethe (1950) for oc-
pArticles, protons and 0euterons have been useo to obtain 
the specific energy loss for particles of different ranges,r . 
The V9lues of specific energy loss enabled the specific 
fluoreE~cence to be calculated from eauat1on ( 2 ) ana. curves 
plotted shmr,1ng di/dr as a function of r . The ae curves 
ere shol·m in figures 8 - 11. Upon integration of the 
(di/or, r) curveo, which ~m.s done by planimeter, the 
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ec1nt11lation i ntensity S was obtained correspondine to 
particles of known range , and hen ce of known en ergy. 1he 
a nthracene re~ponae curves are given 1n figur·es 12 and 13. 
Comeerieon with e~eriment&l reeulta. 
The curves in figure 12 have been compared "'1 th 
normElli ned eXP~r1mental response curves. The results 
UAed for comp~rison were those of Taylor ~&l (1951) for 
o{ - pa!"ticles a.nfl deuterong , Hopkins (1951) for electrons 
and. Frey tt .el. (1951) for protons. The theoretical 
response cur ve agrees very well with the experimental curve 
in e e ch case . 
It shoulc:l be notec'l t hat 'Raff'le and Fobbins (1952) 
have founfl that for J! .• 7' . I . photomultipliers the shap e of 
the re sponse curve becomes distorted if the charge density 
vi thin the multiplier becomes too great, 'tvhen the photo-
MUltiplier ce vse e to be a linear amplifier of the 1ncident 
light nulses. This effect occurs when the output pulse 
becomes of the order of 0 . 1 volts . 
In oroer· to te9t further the accuracy of the 
calculP.teo curves, a nrl particul ~rly the relative response 
ratios p redicted for o.ifferent pa.rticlea, a comparison was 
ronde 1n table 7 of predicted pulse height r atios w1 th the 
corre sponding exper·imenta1 ratios . 
f.lat1 sfactory. 
The agreement ie 
The tehaviour of other organic pho sphors 1 s simila r 
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Inveotiautor l':i.ad1atione 
»hit a ( 1950 b) ~a~ ~I §lAQ~tA~a 
162 WeV ele~trans 
Collinge and 
Robbins (1950) 
Jordan and. ~~~ ~v ~l~~~I2Da 
:Bell (1949) 484 MeV e1eetrona ~ 
Jordan and a.~i ~V el!¥~A2BI 
:Bell (1949) 1 . 1? }feV electron• 
lranzen 11 !1 
(1950) 
Franzen JU. ill. I 1§.~ ~v ~£Qtt51 (1950) 624 keV eleetrons 
Ho~1ns ( 1951) I 
Lxperimental 
pulse-hei#,l;ht 
ratio. 
1. 19 
1. 81 
ap:prox. 1 .. 4 
2. 30 
. 82 
16. 4 
11.6 
Theoret :teal 
pulse-heigh 
ratio. 
1.19 
1. 80 
1. 32 
2. 60 
. 76 
17. 7 
12. 1 
:Produced by 668 HeV y -rays which produce the 624 keV internal 
conversioA electron. 
«a ~l"odu.ced bJ 1. 39 MeV Y -rays. 
to that of anthracene (Taylor !l ~ (1951) ) and the 
procedure followed ~bove for calcul~ting the response 
curves of anthracene coulo be follo wed for other phosphors . 
Qonclus1ons. 
Cplculatlons based on the exciton theory proposed 
by Birks (1951) are in good agreement with all avail~ble 
The quenching effect responsible for 
the non-1ine~r1ty of resr onse in orRanic phosphors 1 e an 
effect which ~enenos on the ~ec1f1c energy loss. 
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PI\.RT III . 
THE BESPONSE OF ORGANIC CRYSTALS TO 
LO'"'I- ENE.'RGY PARTICLE.S. 
Tbe re SHonae to low-ene rg~ oc' - particlee. 
The sc1nt111 ntion r esponse s of single fl~t cryst a l s 
1 em. t hick of anthra cene , st11ben~ a nd terphenyl to low-
en er gy o(- particle s have been s tudied u s ing a coll1ma.ted 
pol onium source 21n d a 1 4- st a ge E. H. I . 6262 p hotomultiplier . 
The circuit use~ i e ~lven in figure 14 . The output of the 
tube WP s f e n through an amplifier (figure 1.5} to a di acr1mina-
tor ~nd s cAling unit . ~he ampli f ier circuit was based on 
that of Jor oan an ~ I ell (1947) and was foun d to be linear 
uo t o 50 V for fre quencie s of " about 1 . 5 Me / sec . The 
r eAsons for t he incl. us le n of an a.T!lplifier in t he circu1 t 
were twofol~ . lt enabled the voltage Applled ·to the 
nhotomuJ t i plier t o b e reouce n, thus increasing the si gnal/ 
noi se r Atio which i s important for measurement s us ing low-
ener gy particl es ann, eecondly, a phase-inverter wa s 
r equired. 
The me an nul se o1ze S, derived from the integr al 
pul ae ai s t r1 bu tio n ( f i gure 1 6) was measured. as a f unction 
of mean r esi dURl air range , r (at 15°0 and standar d pr essure ), 
of t h e o( - particle s incident on the cryst al . Range 
correctio ns ~h1ch amounted to ~ o . l 5 om . were applied to all 
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meas~rements for the slight (1ivergence of the « -particle 
beam . The range correction for sour·ce thickness amounted 
- 4 to ~ x 10 mm. ~lr equivalent and was neglected. The 
final corrected rang e 1~ believed correct to 0 . 05 mm . 
The experimental response curve s S .n r :for 
anthra.cene and stilbene are shown in figures 17 a nd 18 . 
Dim1lar results were obtained for terphenyl . It i s found 
that for r > about 10 mm . : S increases linearly with r, 
but for r < about 10 mm . the response S ia a non-linear 
functto n of r . No p ulse height determinations were mane 
for pPrticle s of residual ranges . < 3 mm . a1r equ.1 val.ent 
o'Ying to the high tube voltage nece '1sary an a. consequent high 
noise count . It was observed) however, that the normal 
PlRteau of 200 count a /m1nute on an integral p ulse height 
curve coula s till be obta ined at 3 mm . > indicating that 
the non-linearity of the reop onse curve i s not due to 
etr aggling effects. 
These re aul t e are a t vs r1ct.n ce r'i th tho ee predicted 
theoretically by equation ( ?. ) ·(poge 28 ) which indicates in 
particula r that a i / dr shoul d be constant ana ino.epenoen t of 
dE/ar for o( - p9rticle s from Po 210 • The experimental 
reaul ts show that for r '-. about 10 mm. the value of ds/dr 
1 e leeet than th?t p redictea . Tbe ratio, ~ 1 of the 
exoerimental valueo of aS/or from figures 17 and 18 to the 
theoretical value a from eque.tlon ( 2 ) 1 i.e. to the valuee of 
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di/ o.r- from the linear portions of f'ieure s 17 and 18, a..re 
plotted for anthracene anr1 3tilbene etc;ainst r in figure 19. 
Aa r aecreaeea from about 10 mm. to zero, 4> decreases from 
unity to 0 . 5 . T"'he value of rat "t\'h1ch <P starts to 
decre.o se is a.l so a 't-out 10 mm . in terphenyl • A brief 
account of thl EI effect hRe beE'.:n nubli shed. (King ana l:tl.rks 
(195?)). 
Lvid.ence for- this effect is B~SO given by TEtylor 
et .,aL who bnve found thA.t the lineA.r portions of the 
response curves obtained by bombrtrfltng anthr8,oe>ne and. stilbene 
with ~- Pnrt1oles oo not extrapolate through ·the origin) but 
pHse through .9poro:J(imPtely the 2 mm . mBrk in agreement with 
figures 17 ~na 18. A similar effect has been reported 
by Feynold.e (1952) for liquid phosphors . His results are 
reproouced (figur·e 20) for a solutlon containing 5 g/-t 
te~phenyl in di~henyl oxide . 
Theoretic~~ exteneion of the ~xcitgn theor~~ 
The exct ton theory used in obtaining equation ( 2 ) 
has been extended (Birks (1952)) to e.ccount for this effect . 
It i~ aEJsutned that equation (~1 ) is valid for exciton 
proouction t1.nd c~:.rptu!'e. within the bulk of an orga.n1 o 
crystal , !lind th~.t en a.c'ltit tto na l fe ctor <P , l'Jhich d.epends 
on r, mu ot he introduced into (8) to ~ccount for the 
possible 11escape 11 of e:xci ton s pr-oduced near the surface . 
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If a quantity ao be defined as the exciton meen free peth, 
tl'en tne proba't:ili ty of the exc1 ton trpvelling a distance 
~ from the point of ori~in i s proportional to 
exp ( - a/Ao ) I a?. If the point of origin of the exciton 
r helow the crystal surfnce (fib~re 
?-1) then the probab111 ty of exciton capture ,,.1 thin the 
cryata) w111 be given by 
Ir 4- I oo 
= 
Vhere I r = 1 where A = 
-
da 
= 
= 9.; [ 1 - e 
= 
I 00 [ l -
~Vhe~ Ei ( ~ r) 1e the exponential integral • 
• 
X 
y 
~gure 21 
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, 
-
-
= 
- (r I ao) l::;i (I' I ao >] 
-----------(3) 
~nA the complete e~res~ton for di/dr is given by 
gi = 
dr 
<t A dE./dr 
1 + sl dE/or. 
~ d~creases from unity to 0 . 5 as r decreases 
from oe to zero . · The curve of f ~ r from equation (3) 
taking a0 = 8 mm . air equivalent i s shown in figure 19, and 
give a qualitative agreement w.Lth the experimental curve s . 
The orobable existence of preferred ~irect1ons 
of eyciton proprgation has been neglected in the derivation 
of equatlon (3) . before further improvements in the theory 
~re attempted 1 t i s cons1 de red that further experimental 
re gul t s a re reouire d., using cry sta.l s w:t th top aurfa ce s 
uhich h~ve be en carefully polished and are free from oxygen , 
as the po 9 1 bili ty ha a not been excluded that reduced 
eff'i ci~ncy near the crystal eurfa.ce could be an oxidation 
effect . 
It may be remarked that it i s difficult to imagine 
theeeo~pe of an exciton through a crystal surface . If , 
however, the p rimary procese of energy migration was not 
exciton migration, but photon emission ~nd re-absorption, 
the escap e of photon s through the cr-ystal s urfa ce would. 
ea sily occur. It would then be expected that an 
alu.miniuro f:)il p l a ce:1 on top of the cryntal would p roduce 
{1 • . difference in the len-energy pArticle re cponse curve, as 
r.:hotonc w.'hich \:OUld norm~"1ly eoce.pe \-TO ulcl be internally 
refl ectad rmd reabsorbed. However~ no change in the 
re e.ponse curve could be detected when an aluminium foil of 
thickness 2. 6 mrn . air equivalent was used to cover· the 
crystal. Tbi a f pct yielqe no information on the mode of 
p r1mPrY enr rgy migr~tton a s the photons , if they ex! -:ted, 
coul d po e oeoe w~velengtho ~t w~ich aluminium i e a poor 
reflector . ~ critical experiment 1n aecid1ng whether the 
~rimnry mode of energy migr a tion ocourc by photon emisR1on 
s n<'l re- SJJ)sorotion woulo be that of obtaining the response 
curve of a phosphor for lmv-P.nC' rgy p nrticle s striking the 
bottom of a deep hole of small crossection 1n the crystal . 
Photons which escape into the cylin(1rical hole would travel 
through t t ~nd be re-e.bsorbed, and. the re sponse curve would 
be 11necr oown to zero range . 
:fhe r.,e eponse to low- ene:rgY electrons. 
The results ot TAylor ~ al (1951) for anthra cene 
show that in the case of electrons of rn..ngee 4. about 9 mm . 
n1r e 0,ui v~ ent the s.pe cific fluorescence 1s1 n2 for o( -
pvrtlcle sJ 1es9 th,., n theoret1ca11y predicted. Using the 
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theoreti cnl curve of ds/dr ~ r (figure 11 ) and experimental 
value a calculated by multiplying da/d.E, ~rom the experimental 
response curve, by corresponding values of dE/dr) figure 22 
has been obtained. Thi s shows ~ , the ratio ( d&/dr) 
eA~t ./(d~/dr) theor . , ea a function of r. Tr~s curve is 
found to be in qualitative agreement wi th the theoretical 
curve of ~~ r fr~rn equation (3), using a0 = 3 mm . a ir 
eaui valent . 
It may be predicted in term s of the expl:mation 
p;iven n'bovc that the re spanoe curve for lol'~-energy electron s 
produced T;i thin the bul.lt of the crystal by X-ray a tr:'ould not 
ehow tbe effect noticbd by Taylor et ilJ... An attempt 
s~ 
vns IDA ne to verify thi s Uf'1ng 5. 9 keV K X-ray s from Fe 
but it was found the.t only single-photon pul ~;es were pr-oduced 
Md no meA.sure of tbe pulse height could be obtained wi th 
the electronic counting equipment availAble . 
Conclueigna. 
The fact that the specific fluore scence p roduced by 
short-range perticles tn orge.nic cryotala falls below 
theoretical values seems to be a general effect , and may 
be explained by t'he non-ce.pture of excitons produced near 
the surface of the crystal . An exple.nat1on in terms of 
particle momenta cannot be offered since the r&t1o of the 
momentum of an ~- particle of range 10 mms . air equiv~ent 
to the momentum of a similar electron i s about 104 . b -rays 
0·2 
2 
~- - ---- -~~-
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ELECTRONS 
- Th~ordicaJ 
-o- Exp~rim~ntal 
8 
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are not reaponsible for the effect in any way, since 
nn o( - particle of r ange 10 mm e . produces ~- raYs of 
energies ( 0 .8 keV, most of them ~.ving energies very 
mueh le~s than this value . 
A value of A.bout 3 - 8 mm . air equivalent i s 
obtaineo for the exciton mean free path in anthra cene> 
~tilbene ano terphenyl . ibe stopping power of each of 
these m~teriala is about 1200 relative to air = 1 (Livingston 
ana ~ethe (1937) ) whiCh gives an exciton mean free path of 
sbout 3 - 7 microns, corr·eapond1ng to about 104 molecula r 
lengths . 
In view of thi s mean free pnth value it is believed 
that the fluorescence observed in organic cryst~ls by Ageno 
an~ Cortellesea (1952 ) nt distances of several hunared times 
the o( - particle range from the source mu ot be due to a 
aecona.ary p rocess which i s the absorption and re-em1 ss1on of 
fluorescent light which has previously been emitted after 
exciton migration ~na capture . 
To extend the data on the response of orgn.nic 
cry stal f' to short- range particles the response to protons 
of energies ~ 1 MeV should be obtained .. 
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PART IV. 
niE PRODUCTION OF LUMINESCENCE IN AIR, 
1 
GLASS AND QUARTZ BY t"'{ - PARTICLES. 
During experiments u sing strong polonium ~- varticle 
~~urces Pnd organic phosphors in a scintilla tion counter, 
nn effect was noticed r:hich could not. be explalned in terms 
of any n0rmal response of the phoaphor to the o(- particle 
irrP cUation . It was believed that thi s effect might be 
partly d.ue to the self-luminosity of the source . 
It i s well known that Po 210 and other oC - particle 
oource s ~re fe ebJy self-luminous . The spectrum of this 
luminosity was first examined ~1th a quartz spectrograph 
by r1 r William ann Lady Huggins (1903, 1905 and 1906) and 
found. to ao1ncide w1 th that of n1 trogen. They · concluded 
thnt the effect was due to 0( - particle exci t tltion of n1 trogen 
occlun~d in the source, a nd 1n the air irr·aal a ted by the 
nouroe . This haq been confirmed by l ater observer s , the 
mo~t recent bein~ Ortner ~nd Salim (1959.), who photographed 
t~e v1 e1bl e spectrum o f the light emitted from a Po?.lO 
source.. an~ from the a1 r near the source. They identified 
thewr1ous lines and banda 1n t he two spectra with t ho se 
from n1 trogen, and B1 eo oyygen . This lumino sity , and other 
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uo~sihle effects, h~s been investigated as described 
below. 
It is interesting to note that Albrecht and 
'M~n deville (1951) have counted o( - po.rti ole s by the (letection 
in a scintillation Geiger counter of rad1ntion emitted from 
the glasa walls themaeJves. They have reproduced the 
weak ultra-violet emission spectrum (excited by polonium 
c<- part1 olea) of Corning 9741 glass, ,_·hich i a used in 
the co~ruct1on of scintillnt1on Geiger tubes . The author 
hos noticed that superimposed on this S,Pectrum are four 
bands, e~ch one of which hAs a wavelength which agrees, 
~•ith1n the accuracy of me~.aurements from the spectrogram, 
with one of the four main wavelengths of the nitrogen 
ban~ pectrum. 
~xper1menta1 method And resultq . 
An E.~ . I . type 5060 photomultiplier tube, which has 
a 1 em. rU:~.meter sem~-trnnsptlrent photo-cathode deposited 
on the inside of a 1 . 5 mm . thick flat glass window, was 
uped. A 2 . 4 me Po ?lO source, depo e1 ted on the end ot' a 
0 . 9 rom . platinum wire, wae located ~t the end of a braes 
collimating tube, 15 mm . long and 1.5 mm. internal diameter, 
~iv1ng a narrow emergent be~m of about 4 x 106 ~ - particles 
per minute . The source was mounted in a.1 r directly above 
the photo-cathode, on a micrometer screw, so that the 
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oi stance from the tube could be va.rl ed. The output from 
the photomultiplier was fed through a ca thode fol lower, 
linear amplifier anCl. discriminator to a fast scaling unit 
as described in part III . Throughout the experiments 
all surfecee were kept clean and free from materials not 
apecific~ll y mentioned_ 
With the source in POsition, a large number of small 
amplitud~ pul se s , greatly exceeding the noise count , were 
observed .• A typicAl pulse-height distribution curve 1 s 
plottea in figure 2B, and shows no indication of a pl a teau. 
CompArAtive measurements were therefore made of the counting 
r te at constAnt gain ann a fixed di~criminator bias. The 
number of count s observed at this bias was approximately 
eighteen per cent of the total number of counts , extrapolated 
to ~ero bias. 
Figure 2ft. shows the observations on the variation of 
counting rate with the distance of the source from the 
photomultiplier. Thi s di r·tance is expressed in mm . of 
standard air equivalent, the r ange of the Po210 a< - particle s 
being 38 . 2 mm . The noi se count of 370 c . p . m. has been 
subtracted throughout . The gross count curve (ABC) 
1s attributed. to counts ari s ing from photons p roouced (A) 
at the source, (B) in the air between the source and the 
photomultiplier And (C) in the gl~ss of the photomultiplier. 
The counts ( A) were eliminated by covering the source 
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t·•i th a.n ~lumi~ium foil of 1. 3 mm. equivAl ent air thicknes s, 
pl a.ced 0 . 1 mm. in front of the source . Curve (B0) wa s then 
obtained, the oi st a.nc e being corrected for the equivalent air 
thicknes~ of the foil . Thi s curve shows t wo separate effect s , 
one of Wh ich occurs only when the source i s lese than about 
38 mm. from t h e tube . Curve (A) gives the difference 
between curve s ( ABC) an o ( BC) , and repre sent s the count s due 
to photone pro d.uced a t the source. 
The count s (B)> due to "1hotons pro duced in t he a ir, 
were next elimins te d (figure 25) by p l acing t wo aluminium 
foil a, each of 1 . 3 mm. air equivalent thickness, directly 
on the photomultiplier, an d obtaining curve II. 
dist ance of t he source from t he :photomul t1p11er was corrected 
by the andit i on of the equivalent air thickness of the f oils , 
curve I was obtpined. It i s seen t hat the photons cea se 
to b e d~tected when t h e source di st ance i s greater than 
38 . ? mm. air equivalent, i . e. gr eater t han the ~- par t icle 
range , and the number of photons detected incre8ses with the 
resi dual range of the ~- particle s in the gl a s s . Curve III 
was obtained when four mo-r>e similar foil e were pl a ceo. on the 
photomultiplier. Curve III i s par allel to curve II an d 
co1ne~s wi th it if the distance i s corrected by the addition 
or t he equival ent air thickness of the four extra foil s . 
A serie s of p~ rallel curves was obtained experimentally, the 
displ a cement of each curve from curve II depending on the 
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number of foil s on the photomul t1pl1er. 
It i s oonoluded that the photons are p rodUced in the 
glass, a nn not in the aluminium foils, which h ve no effect 
on the number of count s observed. Lurve (C) 1 plotted in 
figure 24-, ahows the number of count s due to photons 
produced in the gl Etss . Curve {B), obtained by subtracting 
(B) from (BC), repre sent s the count s due to photons produced 
in the air . 
~heae e~erlments were repeAted with a rused quartz 
ol ab 1 . 45 mm. thick placed on the photomultiplier. Photons 
proauced in the quart ~ were detected, and separ ated from those 
produced at the rource . an d in a ir, by introducing aluminium 
foil a tt"bove the quart z. When an aluminium foil wae placed 
between the quart z nnd the photomultiplier, the eff ect was 
completely elimina te d. The re sult a were simila r to those 
obtained with the glass (figure a ~~ 21 }, but the number of 
counts oue to photon s originating 1n the qu~rtz was a f actor 
of t wo leap (figure 2,) , and tho se due to photons produced 
in the air ana a t the a:ource a f actor of three leas . This 
i s attri buted to reduced solid angle of detection, and 
po ~·eible absorption in the quart z. 
The eff ect s described above w~re also obtained with a 
aeoond polonium oource of '='trength 1 .. 7 me deposited on a 
-c,." diameter pl 8.t1num pl ate .. 
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Discussion and conclusion, . 
It is concluded_ that the «- part1 olea are responsible 
for the production of photons Pt the source, in air ~d also 
1n glass an d quartz . The effect cannot be ascribed to the 
weak y- rsd1otion from polonium (Grace et al.. (19 51)), a.a 
the photona from the glass cease when the d - particles are 
unable to penetrate into it . 
A rough estimate, made by extrapolating curve (C) , 
figure 2. , to zero source distance, indicates that the total 
number of' 90unts due to photons that would be produced in the 
r.lass by 5. 3 MeV ~ particles 1a only 0 . 02 of the number of 
incident o< - particles. Assuming a. mean photo-cathode 
conversion efficiency of a.bout ~%, thie indicates that only 
about one photon per ~- particle rea ches the photo-cathode . 
The total number Proauced may, however, be several times 
higher, since the glass i s opaque at wavelengths below 
3~0mM • The results w1 th the quartz 1nd1cate that it ia 
reasonably transparent to the photons, a nd it would be 
desirAble to repe t the measurements using a photomultiplier 
~ith a quartz envelone . 
Bi chards and Cole (1951) have deecri bed experiments 
1n which they observed "scintillation a" when thin films 
of many fl ifferent materials were irradiated by o( - part1cles 
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?10 from a strong Po · source . The "acintilla. tiona " 
were only obeerveCl when the thickness of the film wa.s 
le f!e than the range of the o( - particles in the mater-ial. 
Thi s h~.a s been interpreted ae implying that the ra.dia tion 
1s reao1ly absorbed by the parent material. In the 
maJority of oases, the films were dep osited on a 1 mm . 
auartz slide, which was reversed to take noi se readings. 
Richards and Cole referred to neither the aelf-
lum1no s1ty of the source , nor to the photons p roduced by 
o( - pflrtieles in air, quR.rtz or the glass of the photo-
nultiplier Pnvelope . It appears from their reports 
that in each case the residual range of the c( - pa rticle a, 
after emerging from the film, was 1n one or more of these 
three m ter1als. It ie evident that some, an d p robably 
a.l1 1 of the "scint1Jlot1ons" Rscribed to the thin films, 
originate~ in the quartz, gl ass or air. This would 
exr1 a1n their statement that 11the efficienci es of all these 
films are a:cr rox1mately the same'' , since the efficiency 
in q~estion wouln be th~t of the quart z slide below the 
film . Flnally, it i s difficult to imagine how the 
11 gc1nt111 at ions 11 em1 t ted by glass (which wee one of tb': 
materials included by Richards and Cole in their list ) 
were able , if they are highly absorbed by glass, to be 
a.etected through the wall of the }ilotomul tiplier u sed. 
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The results and conclusions of the investigation 
described 1n part IV are to be publiShed (Birks and 
King (1952) ) • 
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